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Comparative Anatomy and Histology: A Mouse and Human Atlas is aimed atÃ‚Â the new mouse

investigator as well asÃ‚Â medical and veterinaryÃ‚Â pathologists who need to expand their

knowledge base into comparative anatomy and histology. It guides the reader through normal

mouse anatomy and histology using direct comparison to the human. The side by side comparison

of mouse and human tissues highlight the unique biology of the mouse, which has great impact on

theÃ‚Â validation of mouse modelsÃ‚Â of human disease. Offers the first comprehensive source for

comparing human and mouse anatomy and histology through over 600 full-color images, in one

reference workExperts from both human and veterinary fields take readers through each organ

system in a side-by-side comparative approach to anatomy and histology - human Netter anatomy

images along with Netter-style mouse imagesEnables human and veterinary pathologists to

examine tissue samples with greater accuracy and confidenceTeaches biomedical researchers to

examine the histologic changes in their mutant mice
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"Ã¢â‚¬Â¦we now have a comparative anatomy and histology book that will be an indispensable

reference source for laboratory animal veterinarians and biomedical researchersÃ¢â‚¬Â¦the reader

will benefit from a healthy sprinkling of physiology that is found throughout the bookÃ¢â‚¬Â¦it has

my strongest recommendation as a Ã¢â‚¬Ëœgot to have itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ book."--Laboratory Animal

Practitioner, March 2014 "This volume is an excellent resource with illustrative histological and

anatomical figures, comprehensive and comparative descriptions, and recommended references. It



will be especially useful to investigations using mice as models of human disease as well as to

medical and veterinary pathologists."--Anticancer Research, Volume 33, Issue no. 5, May 2013

"Long overdue, the editors have assembled a vast array of knowledge, protocols, lab lore and

practical advice in a concise, well illustrated, and easily accessible volume of practical comparative

anatomy of the mouse and human. Students learning anatomy and histology at a practical level by

the necessity of the mouse experiments in their laboratories will love this resource. I would

recommend that any investigator asking a student, fellow or technician to do mouse necropsy and

dissection should provide a copy of this book (and ideally further training in one of the nationally

available or online courses in mouse pathology). Even for veterinary pathologists who are more

familiar with comparative anatomy, the focus in their training is rarely on the mouse and never on

the human. The strict inclusion of just these two species provides an important and practical

simplification of critical issues in using the mouse to model human disease. This book is long

overdue and much needed in any of the thousands of laboratories performing research with

mice."--Alexander D. Borowsky, M.D., D.A.B.P., Associate Professor of Pathology and Laboratory

Medicine, Center for Comparative Medicine, UC Davis, CA, USA "Given the importance of the

laboratory mouse in safety assessment and risk assessment, this text on the comparative anatomy

and histology of the mouse and human represents a unique and highly tangible contribution and

essential tool for basic and clinical researchers, drug developers, and toxicologists. The authors of

individual chapters provide excellent full color gross and photomicrographic depiction of mouse and

human anatomy and histology accompanying a tersely written and comprehensive text dealing with

the important anatomical and functional components of each organ system. The figures are clearly

labeled with easy to understand legends. Tables detailing similarities and differences in cellular

composition for each organ system are provided. Chapters are clearly written and organized for

easy access to important comparative features of mouse and human anatomy. As an additional

bonus, brief Ã¢â‚¬ËœNeed-to-Know" snippets of take-away summary points are provided

throughout each chapter. Each chapter is followed by a recommended reading list. I highly

recommend this book."--R. R. Maronpot, DVM. MS, MPH. Chief of Laboratory of Experimental

Pathology, NIEHS, NIH. (Retired). Maronpot Consulting LLC, Raleigh, NC, USA "Comparative

Anatomy and Histology:Ã‚Â  A Mouse and Human Atlas is an excellent resource for researchers

using mouse models to study human disease. Ã‚Â The "need to know" bullets in each chapter are

useful for the generalist with extensive detail that will prove useful to those needing more in-depth

detail of the cellular structure of mouse and human tissues. Ã‚Â The color figures and anatomical

drawings are of excellent quality.Ã‚Â  A very useful feature is contrasting the differences between



humans and the mouse. Ã‚Â This book will be an excellent resource to investigators in a variety of

disciplines."--Gary A. Boorman, DVM, MS, PhD, Diplomate ACVP, Diplomate ACLAM, Diplomate

ABT, Pathologist, Covance Laboratories, Inc., Chantilly, VA, USA "The editors and authors of this

book have created a useful reference that can serve as a text for teaching the important

comparative aspects of human and mouse histology and anatomy to medical and veterinary

pathologists, as well as researchers using mouse models. Twenty-three chapters, organized by

system and authored by a well-qualified stable of experts, provide a very comprehensive text,

strengthened by large numbers of gross and microscopic images throughout the work. The

juxtaposition of images and text for each species throughout the book provides a unique

perspective that sets a new standard for comparative atlases. The extensive use of very

well-rendered medical illustrations to supplement the high-quality microscopic and dissection

photography will make this book a classic resource for pathologists, researchers and laboratory

animal specialists throughout their careersÃ¢â‚¬Â¦. The scope and completeness of this work

makes an exhaustive review of every chapter or feature beyond the scope of any one reviewer, but

the editors have done a yeomanÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s job in striving for both completeness and consistent

presentationÃ¢â‚¬Â¦. This is a book that many scientists from a wide range of disciplines will want

to have on their shelves or computers long into the future."--Lab Animal, August 2012, Volume 41,

No. 8, Page 223 "The text is well written and divided into 23 chapters addressing each of the organ

systems as well as basic techniques and approaches to evaluating mouse models. Each chapter

begins with a general introduction to the organ system and its function(s) followed by detailed

descriptions of the anatomy and histology. Each anatomic region within the organ system is

subdivided and discussed both at the anatomic and histologic levels with diagrams, tables, and

images. Although the target audience is experienced histologists and pathologists, the text

occasionally digresses into details that seem more suited to a basic histology text (although

distracting, it does not detract from the overall value). The image quality in the atlas is excellent, and

there are many diagrams and tables summarizing comparative anatomy and histology for a given

organ system. One feature I particularly liked were the Ã¢â‚¬ËœNeed-to-knowÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ bullet

points that highlighted specific differences between the mouse and human, which were located

adjacent to the figures. In general, the bullet points clearly identified the species for which the points

were intended. Occasionally, how- ever, the species was not defined and had to be ascertained

from the figures with which it was affiliated. Overall, this much-needed atlas is of high quality, both in

its images and in its text, figures, and tables. I feel that this book is a great reference and would be

an excellent addition to any mouse pathologistÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s library."--Veterinary Pathology, 49(5),
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"Long overdue, the editors have assembled a vast array of knowledge, protocols, lab lore and

practical advice in a concise, well illustrated, and easily accessible volume of practical comparative

anatomy of the mouse and human. Students learning anatomy and histology at a practical level by

the necessity of the mouse experiments in their laboratories will love this resource. I would

recommend that any investigator asking a student, fellow or technician to do mouse necropsy and

dissection should provide a copy of this book (and ideally further training in one of the nationally

available or online courses in mouse pathology). Even for veterinary pathologists who are more

familiar with comparative anatomy, the focus in their training is rarely on the mouse and never on

the human. The strict inclusion of just these two species provides an important and practical

simplification of critical issues in using the mouse to model human disease. This book is long

overdue and much needed in any of the thousands of laboratories performing research with mice."

--Alexander D. Borowsky, M.D., D.A.B.P., Associate Professor of Pathology and Laboratory

Medicine, Center for Comparative Medicine, UC Davis, CA, USA "Given the importance of the

laboratory mouse in safety assessment and risk assessment, this text on the comparative anatomy

and histology of the mouse and human represents a unique and highly tangible contribution and

essential tool for basic and clinical researchers, drug developers, and toxicologists. The authors of

individual chapters provide excellent full color gross and photomicrographic depiction of mouse and

human anatomy and histology accompanying a tersely written and comprehensive text dealing with

the important anatomical and functional components of each organ system. The figures are clearly

labeled with easy to understand legends. Tables detailing similarities and differences in cellular

composition for each organ system are provided. Chapters are clearly written and organized for

easy access to important comparative features of mouse and human anatomy. As an additional

bonus, brief Ã¢â‚¬ËœNeed-to-Know" snippets of take-away summary points are provided

throughout each chapter. Each chapter is followed by a recommended reading list. I highly

recommend this book." --R. R. Maronpot, DVM. MS, MPH. Chief of Laboratory of Experimental

Pathology, NIEHS, NIH. (Retired). Maronpot Consulting LLC, Raleigh, NC, USA "Comparative

Anatomy and Histology:Ã‚Â  A Mouse and Human Atlas is an excellent resource for researchers

using mouse models to study human disease. Ã‚Â The "need to know" bullets in each chapter are

useful for the generalist with extensive detail that will prove useful to those needing more in-depth

detail of the cellular structure of mouse and human tissues. Ã‚Â The color figures and anatomical

drawings are of excellent quality.Ã‚Â  A very useful feature is contrasting the differences between



humans and the mouse. Ã‚Â This book will be an excellent resource to investigators in a variety of

disciplines." --Gary A. Boorman, DVM, MS, PhD, Diplomate ACVP, Diplomate ACLAM, Diplomate

ABT, Pathologist, Covance Laboratories, Inc., Chantilly, VA, USA

I have yet to go through it all, but at first glance this textbook is amazing! So many beautifully

detailed diagrams of organs in each species with corresponding histology and photography. So glad

I purchased this textbook! This will definitely be reference I'll go back to when starting new research

projects.

You have got to be kidding this book was awesome! It is was it says it is a comparative guide, the

online expertconsult allows you to pull up sited literature for each chapter. Great pictures,links you

to Netter pictures so you print those off too. Excellent lab reference with current protocol. I am still

looking for another more in depth mouse histology, and there is no such beast under 300$.

I was looking for a good book for the laboratory to use as an aid for mouse necroscopy and

histology. All of the chapters are neatly organized by system and have beautiful images outlining the

structures. This book is everything I was looking for. Seriously, I couldn't be happier with this

purchase.

An excellent basis for people interested in mouse models of human disease

It's about time that there is a comprehensive book that shows comparisons of mice and humans.

this book is great reference when discussing lesions with MD's and DVM's in animal and human

samples

Book came on time, but had damage on the cover

Working in a field where translational research is very important, I was excited about this book and

had some expectations. I really liked the idea of having a book with great images to point my finger

on and say: "Look, that's the difference!"So far I spend a few hours looking at/reading the book, and

it satisfies me only in some aspects.First of all, the authors claim that the atlas "will introduce

readers to many of the unique differences between mouse and human gross and histologic

anatomy." But browsing, the histology images are rather dominant and the gross anatomy images



are mostly from netterimages.com (so, if you study or work in the respective field, you have

probably seen them before. As these images have not been drawn just for this book, there is a

marked difference in style. This makes it difficult to tell whether the less detailed information in the

mouse images is due to real difference in structure or difference in display.Another problem I have

with the images is the missing size indicator. The authors give this explanation: "The difference in

sizes between mouse and human body, organs, and tissues makes it challenging to capture

subgross and histologic images at the same magnification because this would result in poorly

oriented and minuscule mouse images. Instead, we have optimized magnifications for ease of

visualization, most often capturing mouse images at a higher magnification than human. There are

notable exceptions where we have noted original magnifications or commented on the sizing

differences. Micrometer bars are not included on the majority of images because they are distracting

and irrelevant."I agree that the images have to be adjusted in size, but the last sentence is

nonsense. The missing size bars make comparison with other imaging modalities difficult and the

only reason I can see to not show them is that it is a lot of work to track magnification of images and

have it correctly displayed.This leads to my last criticism. I think the book looks a bit rough overall.

The normal font size is too large for my taste and not justified and there is no persistent layout to the

images and labelling.I also found two figures that got obviously mixed up in the cardio section and I

could not find contact information to tell somebody about the mistake (which actually makes me

write this review, as I just have to say something about this book, NOW!). Despite the lacking

information the authors claim: "We suspect that most of our critical readers will be pathologists and

will be vociferously opinionated. We welcome their opining along with suggestions for

improvement."On the positive side, I like the online access you get when buying the hard copy (all

citations I give in this review are taken from there). I also like the tables to sum up differences and I

acknowledge that gathering the presented information is not an easy task.Conclusion: I give this

book a two star rating for layout and content, but add another one for filling the gap in between

mouse and human anatomy for translational research. However, if you are not in desperate need for

a book like this, maybe wait for the second edition...
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